The role of drug-coated balloons in endovascular interventions
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The drug coated balloons are evolution in treatment of clotted blood vessels. The era of interventional endovascular medicine began with balloon dilatation, further progress represented bare metal stents and after that drug eluting stents. In the last few years, interventional cardiology recognized the need for further evolution in treating clotted arteries. The concept of DCB is distribution of cytostatic drug (most commonly Paclitaxel) locally through a balloon, which is blocking uncontrolled hyperplasia of the endothelium, most common cause of restenotic lesions. This is done to prevent implanting a permanent metal, and to shorten the usage of antiaggregation therapy. The main components of DCB are balloon drug and drug carrier. Drug carrier is very important in technical concept of successfully designed DCB. DCB is usually used as conventional balloon except avoiding hand contact with the surface of the balloon is necessary because it can damage the drug. The targeted drug delivery needs to be quick because the drug releases its substance at the moment when its entries in blood flow. Ideal drug delivery for coronary intervention to the vessel lesion is 60 seconds (time from entering in blood flow till finishing inflating the balloon). Indications for DCB usage in coronary interventions are in stent restenosis, coronary narrow lesions. DCB has wide usage in interventions of peripheral arteries. It’s more common usage of DCB in “de novo” coronary artery lesions after adequate preparation of the lesion with various methods (scoring balloons, cutting balloons, NC balloons). In now days DCB are unavoidable cardiac catheterization laboratory tool and whose usage is on the rise. For further expansion of indications and growing number of interventions additional study evaluations needs to be done.
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